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Chapter 55: Xia Wangqiu Is Going to Be The Female Lead 
 
*Tian Zheng: “That’s great, Wangiu. You’ll definitely become more popular than you are now after acting 
as the female lead in this drama!”+ 
 
*Xia Wangiu: “Mr Tian Zheng, what do you think of this script?”+ 
 
Tian Zheng: “Needless to say, I haven’t seen such a good script in so many years. The person who wrote 
this script is definitely a master-level screenwriter!” 
*Xia Wangjiu: “I think so too.”+ 
 
*Xia Wangiu: “Mr Tian Zheng, this script is really good, but I want to see who the male lead is before 
making the final decision. Is that okay?”+ 
 
*Tian Zheng: “Haha, no problem. Whatever male lead you want, CEO Li will definitely satisfy you. You 
haven’t acted in a drama in more than a year. May this drama become extremely popular across the 
entire internet!”+ 
*Xia Wangiu: “Thank you, Mr Tian Zheng.) 
 
Tian Zheng: “This news has to be kept secret. You can’t let others feel that the company is biased 
towards you. When the time comes, many people will sign up to be the female lead. The company will 
go through a series of procedures and finally choose you. You just have to fight for this script.” 
(Xia Wangiu: “Yes, I understand.”+ 
 
Xia Wangiu leaned against the chair and suddenly felt relieved. 
 
She finally had a script and Lin Fan was going to be the male lead. 
 
Xia Wangiu was looking forward to it. That blockhead did not know how to act. If he really NGed more 
than ten times during the kissing scenes with her 
 
At the thought of this, Xia Wangiu could not help but smile. 
 
But she didn’t seem to know how to film a kissing scene. 
 
No matter how good her acting skills were, filming a kissing scene was different. She had never 
experienced it before. 
 
That was it. Xia Wangqiu’s face turned red again. 
 
She would be kissed by Lin Fan more than ten times and in front of so many people. It was so 
embarrassing. 
 
On the other side, Su Xiaoyu received the same script. 
 



Tian Zheng: “Xiaoyu, take a look. What do you think of this script?” 
 
$u Xiaoyu: “Ahwooh ~ Mr Tian Zheng, this script is super nice. Who is the author?” 
 
Tian Zheng: “I haven’t seen who the author is yet. The company is in contact with them.” 
 
$u Xiaoyu: “Mr Tian Zheng, you can’t be biased. I also want a role. You can’t reserve a spot only for 
Sister Wangiu. Sister Wangiu and I are going to act in a drama together again.” 
Tian Zheng: “Haha, don’t worry. It’s not too late to decide after the rest of the script is out.” 
 
Su Xiaoyu: “Cute.jpg.” 
 
$u Xiaoyu: “Mr Tian Zheng is the best. Xiaoyu thanks Mr Tian Zheng ~” 
 
Tian Zheng smiled kindly. Didn’t he work at Yuehua Entertainment to find some good scripts? 
 
Especially Xia Wangiu and Su Xiaoyu. Xia Wangiu had not taken on a role for a year, and Su Xiaoyu had 
not taken on a new role for half a year. 
 
$u Xiaoyu had only acted in one television drama and was working with Xia Wanqiu in that drama. 
 
Her popularity had already reached second place among the female artistes in the company. 
 
This drama was too good. The characters in it were all classic. Such a good opportunity naturally had to 
be given to Su Xiaoyu. 
 
A drama filmed by the two top female celebrities of Yuchua Entertainment would definitely be 
interesting. 
 
After obtaining Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu’s approval, Tian Zheng went to look for Xu Yang. 
 
After all, in Tian Zheng’s opinion, he didn’t know Lin Fan. 
 
Many people could act as the male lead in this movie. 
 
The male protagonist’s character profile was smart and upright. Most importantly, he was handsome. It 
was fine as long as he was as handsome as the author. 
Xu Yang obviously satisfied this request. 
 
As for the other male leads, they had to be chosen from the start. 
 
As for whether Xia Wangiu had the right to veto in the end, that was none of Tian Zheng’s business. 
 
Tian Zheng: “Xu Yang, how’s this script?” 
 
[Xu Yang: “The script is very good. The pace is obvious, the plot is fast, and the conflict is strong. The 
relationship between the male and female leads is very strong. It’s the best script I’ve seen in recent 
years.”+ 



Tian Zheng: “Do you want to act in this drama? This company is going to buy it soon. The author of this 
script is too good at writing. Even I have to exclaim.” 
*Xu Yang: “Mr. Tian Zheng, the roles you’ve arranged must be very good. This drama will definitely be 
popular.”+ 
 
Tian Zheng: “Haha, you’re too humble. No matter how good the script is, without actors as hardworking 
as you, it won’t be able to show its value.” 
 
*Xu Yang: “By the way, have you shown this drama to Wanqiu? Although there are more kissing scenes 
for the male and female leads, you have to give this drama to Wangiu. She’s very suitable to act as the 
female lead in it. If it really doesn’t work, it’s better to act as the male lead’s sister. This way, she 
won’t have kissing scenes. Wangiu can’t not have scripts anymore.”+ 
 
Tian Zheng: “I’ve seen it. She’s willing to act as the female lead.” 
*Xu Yang: “Alright, understood.”} 
 
Xu Yang looked calm, but he was excited. 
 
It was Xia Wangqiu’s first time acting in a relationship scene, and she had a lot of scenes. 
 
Coupled with the outstanding script for this drama, it was almost certain that this drama would become 
extremely popular! 
 
Once the filming was completed, who knew how many people would like it. 
 
Moreover, the female lead and male lead could even film a kissing scene. This was something Xu Yang 
was looking forward to. 
 
Most importantly, once this drama was released, Xia Wanqiu would no longer be under the company’s 
pressure. 
 
Xu Yang beamed. 
 
Xia Wanqiu was the female lead, then wouldn’t he. 
 
The author who wrote this script was really a little genius! 
 
Xu Yang was completely surprised and grateful. 
 
He would definitely be able to fight to be the male lead in this script. 
 
“Lin Fan, Lin Fan, at first I wanted you to come to the company to act together. You still have the right to 
fight with me for the male lead role in this movie. But you’re not an actor. I can’t help you even if I want 
to.” 
“I don’t believe that you’re just a restaurant owner. Do you think you can jump out to snatch the male 
lead from me? The male lead is mine!” 
 



“When the time comes, when I film a kissing scene with Wanqiu… I’ll NG a few times to torture singles.” 
Xu Yang had not been so happy for a long time. 
 
He wanted to compete fairly with Lin Fan but Lin Fan refused to come to Yuehua Entertainment. He had 
no choice. 
 
Who asked Lin Fan to not cherish such an opportunity? 
 
Even if Xia Wanqiu and Lin Fan’s relationship was not ordinary, he was the one who could work with Xia 
Wanqiu and film a kissing scene with her. 
 
*Xu Yang: “Mr Tian Zheng, I’ll try my best to fight for the male lead.”+ 
 
Tian Zheng: “Alright, but I have to remind you that Wanqiu has the right to veto on the male lead. In 
other words, she can choose who to be the male lead. If she doesn’t agree…” 
*Xu Yang: “That’s fine. As long as Wangiu has a drama to shoot, I can act in other roles.”} 
 
Xu Yang was not someone who would take advantage of Xia Wanqiu by acting. He had always advocated 
fair competition. If Xia Wanqiu was unwilling to let him act as the male lead, he would not say anything. 
But one thing was certain. 
 
This male lead couldn’t be Lin Fan. 
 
No matter who Xia Wanqiu acted with, she could abuse singles. 
 
Who asked Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu to torture him the last time? When Xia Wanqiu and the male lead 
filmed a kissing scene, they could torture Lin Fan properly! 
 
Anyway, no matter who was the male lead, there was no way he would be the one abused right? 
 
Chapter 56: Competing for the Script, Lin Fan Is Going to Be Rich! 
 
During this period of time, Jiaxing Entertainment and Joy Media started to review Lin Fan’s script. 
 
And the reactions of these two companies were surprisingly consistent. 
 
“Who is the author of this script? Quickly find him for me and contact him. Jiaxing Entertainment must 
buy this script.” 
 
“There’s still someone who can write such a script. It’s emotional and the plot is wonderful. The script 
can be said to be a top-notch work. Can you contact the author who submitted the script? I want to 
meet him personally.” 
 
“Tm crying. I’ve read so many scripts, but this script is the most touching. What kind of screenwriter can 
write the love stories in the script so well?” 
 
“Boss, I suggest that we must buy this script. If we can buy it and it becomes a television drama, our 
company will make a killing!” 



 
The screenwriters of both companies made the same judgment. 
 
Lin Fan’s script was too interesting. 
 
The language was smooth, the plot had ups and downs, and the character design was perfect. 
 
‘What their companies lacked the most was a script. 
 
Think about it. If the script was very good, the television series produced would not be bad. If it became 
popular throughout the internet, not only would it increase the popularity of the celebrities who acted 
in it, the company could also gain a lot of reputation. 
If an outstanding script was adapted into a movie, the value it could produce would be immeasurable! 
 
If a movie could earn five to six billion yuan at the box office, it would be a very good profit for the 
producers and investors. 
 
Of course, no matter what kind of movie or television drama it was, the core thing was the most 
primitive script. 
 
Lin Fan’s script received the recognition of three companies at the same time! 
 
Lin Fan, who had just finished his work at the restaurant, received a call when he returned home. 
 
“Mr. Lin, nice to meet you. Are you the author of the script for “Joy of Life”? I’m Zhao Rui, a staff 
member of Joy Media. Our company wants to talk to you in person and buy the copyrights to your 
script.” A staff member of Joy Media called and asked. 
“What’s your offer?” Lin Fan asked. 
 
“Our company’s intention is to pay 10,000 yuan per episode. We will pay a total of 460,000 yuan to buy 
the copyright to all the episodes of “Joy of Life’. Of course, the exact price can be negotiated,” Zhao Rui 
said. 
 
“No need.” Lin Fan frowned. 
 
The script that he wrote was only the first step. There were a total of 46 episodes, and Joy Media was 
only willing to pay 460,000 yuan to buy out his script? 
 
“Mr. Lin, there are actually some problems with your script. It might not be able to become popular if 
it’s adapted into a television drama. You can first accumulate popularity. If this television drama 
becomes popular, we can still continue working together for your next script…” Zhao Rui said. 
Before the person from Joy Media could finish speaking, Lin Fan had already hung up. 
 
Lin Fan didn’t lack money and wouldn’t sell his script for $460,000. 
 
It was obvious that Joy Media wanted to buy a high-level script at a low price. 
 
Lin Fan naturally wouldn’t accept such an outcome. 



 
This was the first time Lin Fan had written a script. With Xia Wanqiu as the female lead, this movie 
would definitely become popular. 
 
After Lin Fan hung up, Joy Media’s staff, Zhao Rui, was a little disdainful. 
 
“Four hundred and sixty thousand yuan is already very high. An episode is ten thousand yuan. Your 
script for an episode is only ten thousand words. It’s equivalent to a dollar a word. You’re still not 
satisfied.” 
 
“although the script is well written, do you really think your script will become popular? Other than our 
company, I’m afraid no other company will come to take your script.” Zhao Rui flipped through Lin Fan’s 
script. 
 
“Lin Fan, if you come knocking again, I’ll push the price down to 400,000. 400,000 for a script is not a 
small sum of money,” Zhao Rui said confidently. 
 
In her opinion, the script’s story was pretty good, but Lin Fan was still a newcomer. 
 
If one wanted to film a good television drama, it wasn’t enough just with the script. Was the script 
provided by a newcomer really that promising? The Joy Media behind Zhao Rui didn’t really believe in 
Lin Fan. 
 
At the same time, Jiaxing Entertainment and Yuehua Entertainment contacted Lin Fan. 
 
Especially Tian Zheng from Yuehua Entertainment. He was a little nervous. 
 
‘The script Lin Fan wrote was simply too perfect. It was such a perfect script, and it was even a script 
that Xia Wanqiu liked. 
 
It had been a year, but Xia Wangqiu did not have a script that she liked. 
 
Xia Wanqiu clearly wanted to be the female lead for this script, which meant that Tian Zheng had to buy 
the copyright of this script no matter what. 
 
In order to express the sincerity of the company, the great script master, Tian Zheng, personally came to 
talk to Lin Fan after receiving authorization from CEO Li. 
 
“Mr. Lin, hello. I’m Tian Zheng from Yuehua Entertainment. Our company is very sincere in wanting to 
sign a contract with you. When would you be free to meet me?” Tian Zheng smiled. 
 
“Hello, Teacher Tian Zheng. I’ve heard of you. The recent popular movies were all scripts written by 
you,” Lin Fan said with a smile. Of course he knew Tian Zheng. He had heard Xia Wanqiu mention him 
many times. The script master in the entertainment industry had high standards. 
Yuehua Entertainment letting Tian Zheng contact him already represented how much Yuehua 
Entertainment valued this script and also represented Yuehua Entertainment’s sincerity. Lin Fan felt 
more comfortable with such sincerity. 



“Haha, Mr. Lin, please don’t call me teacher. The script you wrote makes me exclaim in admiration for 
the rest of my life. Compared to this script, what are my past achievements?” 
 
“To be honest, Mr. Lin, even if the company wants to lower the price, I will definitely not agree. Your 
script is too attractive. I can guarantee that once you film a television drama, it will definitely be very 
popular!” Tian Zheng said with a smile. 
This was the love the older generation of artists had for this industry. Although Tian Zheng was in the 
entertainment industry, he yearned for a real script and the improvement of the entire country’s 
cultural level. 
 
Furthermore, it was also because of Tian Zheng’s many scripts and Xia Wanqiu’s hard work that Xia 
Wangqiu’s current status was created. Lin Fan was very respectful of such an older artist. 
 
“How about this? Jiaxing Entertainment has contacted me just now. Both of your companies will offer a 
basic price. If the price is satisfactory, we can continue discussing in detail. Teacher Tian Zheng, what do 
you think?” Lin Fan asked. 
Although this script was prepared for the cat, whether it was Jiaxing Entertainment or Yuehua 
Entertainment who bought the script’s copyright, Xia Wanqiu could be the female lead. Of course, Lin 
Fan wouldn’t lose out. 
 
After all, writing this script had cost Lin Fan a lot of effort. At the end of the day, everything boiled down 
to their offers. 
 
And if the two companies competed for this script together, Lin Fan would be able to benefit the most 
from it. 
 
Lin Fan would not accept an offer like Joy Media’s offer of 10,000 dollars per episode. At most, Lin Fan 
could open his own entertainment company. 
 
“alright, Mr. Lin. Let me contact you later,” Tian Zheng said. He knew that this script was written very 
well and it had cost Lin Fan a lot of effort. In the end, everything boiled down to the copyright fee. 
 
On the other side, Jiaxing Entertainment’s staff were also preparing an offer for Lin Fan. 
 
Both companies only had one chance to make an offer. 
 
‘They had to state a basic price first and there would only be value if they continue the negotiations. 
 
Jiaxing Entertainment. 
 
“CEO Wang, Yuehua Entertainment is competing with us. We only have one chance to make an offer. If 
we can buy this script, the benefits will be endless. What kind of price do you think we should offer?” 
the staff asked. 
 
Jiaxing Entertainment’s boss, CEO Wang, sat there and flipped through Lin Fan’s script. 
 
Initially, it was not up to the boss to decide on the acquisition of the script. 
 



But… Lin Fan’s script surprised all the screenwriters of Jiaxing Entertainment. 
 
Lin Fan’s screenwriter level had already exceeded the level of the highest level in the industry. 
 
Even Yuehua Entertainment’s screenwriter, Tian Zheng, could not compare. 
 
This was still because they had not seen the rest of the script. If they had seen it, they wondered what 
kind of expression these famous screenwriters would have. 
 
Lin Fan was also extremely confident in his script. 
 
CEO Wang pondered for a moment and looked at the staff. He said, “According to the standard of the 
best scriptwriter in the industry, the price is 280,000 per episode. Since Yuehua Entertainment wants to 
compete with us, we will increase the price. 300,000 per episode!” 
After receiving CEO Wang’s approval, the staff of Jiaxing Entertainment replied to Lin Fan. 
 
Lin Fan’s script had a total of 46 episodes. According to the price of 300,000 per episode, that meant 
that Jiaxing Entertainment was willing to spend 13.8 million to buy the script’s copyright! 
 
Jiaxing Entertainment fully approved of Lin Fan’s script. 
 
On the other side, Tian Zheng was also discussing with CEO Wang of Yuehua Entertainment. 
 
Xia Wangqiu was from Yuehua Entertainment. Xia Wanqiu would try her first relationship scene as a 
female lead for this script. 
 
In other words, Yuehua Entertainment could not lose this script no matter what. 
 
Because this script would have three top celebrities joining it: Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, and Xu Yang. 
 
Especially Xia Wanqiu, who had never acted in a drama in a year. If she was confirmed to act in a new 
drama, who knew how many fans would be surprised. 
 
CEO Li looked at Tian Zheng and looked at the script carefully. 
 
“With Xia Wangiu, Su Xiaoyu, and Xu Yang acting at the same time, even if this script is ordinary, the 
popularity will rise unprecedentedly. Moreover, this script is so exciting, so I only have one request…” 
 
“I must buy the copyright of this script at all costs!” 
 
Chapter 57 A script worth 18.4 million 
 
In Tian Zheng’s eyes, the story written in this script was too interesting and had extremely high 
commercial value. 
 
In CEO Li’s eyes, his evaluation of this script was even higher than Tian Zheng’s. Such an exciting script… 
was rare throughout the ages! Over the years, the development of television dramas had not been very 



good. Very few television dramas that were popular all over the Internet appeared. At the end of the 
day, it was still about the script. 
 
An outstanding screenwriter was the soul of a script. 
 
In the whole of China, talent had always been the most important. 
 
An outstanding talent could drive the development of an industry, and the development of an industry 
could cause the entire culture to bloom and flourish. 
 
And Lin Fan was precisely such a talent. 
 
The ancients said that prodigies were common, but those who could recognise prodigies were not. 
 
When CEO Li saw this script, he could tell Lin Fan’s potential. 
 
Such a script had to be bought. 
 
He had to rope in such a talent! 
 
Therefore, he had to buy this script at all costs. 
 
This was CEO Li’s order. 
 
After receiving such an order, the higher-ups of Yuehua Entertainment quickly held an emergency 
meeting. 
 
CEO Li sat at the head of the table and silently listened to everyone. There were many famous 
screenwriters in the meeting, as well as top celebrities like Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, and Xu Yang. 
 
They only knew that the person who wrote the script had the surname Lin. Until now, even Tian Zheng 
didn’t know Lin Fan’s name. 
 
“Mr. Lin’s script is indeed not bad. The character’s logic is very clear. Furthermore, Wanqiu is willing to 
be the female lead. I suggest that we buy the rights to the script for ‘Joy of Life’ at the price of a top 
screenwriter.” 
 
“In that case, the price for an episode will be around 280,000. For a total of 46 episodes, I’m afraid the 
total price will be 12.88 million. This is not a small number.” 
 
“Jiaxing Entertainment is our competitor, and we can only offer once, so I suggest that we buy the 
copyright of this script for 300,000 yuan per episode.” The company’s higher-ups were discussing 
amongst themselves. In their opinion, such a price was already the highest in the industry. It was quite a 
high price. CEO Li did not say anything after hearing this. He just looked at Xu Yang, Xia Wanqiu, and Su 
Xiaoyu. 
 
“CEO Li, my suggestion is 330,000 per episode. I think this script has that kind of potential,” Xu Yang 
said. After hearing everyone’s suggestion, CEO Li looked at Tian Zheng. 



 
“Jiaxing Entertainment has also discovered the merits that we can discover. The company must buy this 
script.” 
 
“My final decision is… four hundred thousand for one episode.” CEO Li decided. 
 
When CEO Li made his decision, everyone in the company was shocked. The script price for the top 
screenwriters in the industry was only 280,000 per episode. But CEO Li was willing to pay 400,000 for Joy 
of Life’s script! 
 
There were a total of forty-six episodes, so the total price was… 
 
18.4 million! 
 
He would use 18.4 million yuan to buy the script’s copyright. This was already an astronomical figure. 
18.4 million yuan probably exceeded the best in the industry. 
 
Tian Zheng saw CEO Li’s determination and his trust in him. 
 
To be willing to take 18.4 million yuan to buy the copyright of this show, how much risk would he have 
to take? 
 
VI 
 
In other words, the company wanted to produce a television drama that was extremely popular online! 
 
Xia Wanqiu was paying attention the entire time. When she heard that it was 400,000 yuan per episode, 
she was a little happy. 
 
Lin Fan didn’t ask her to get in through the back door. Instead, he used his own abilities to write a script 
that all the scriptwriters in the company valued. 
 
Unknowingly, Lin Fan had become so outstanding 
 
“Sister Wanqiu is so happy. Could this script be written by Master?” Su Xiaoyu held Xia Wanqiu’s arm 
and asked softly. 
 
“Shh ~” Xia Wanqiu made a cute gesture. 
 
wa 
 
“Wow, Master is really so awesome. Ahwooh, it was right for me to be his disciple. An episode costs 
400,000 yuan. But Sister Wanqiu, are you going to shoot a kissing scene with Xu Yang?” Su Xiaoyu asked 
curiously. 
 
“No.” Xia Wanqiu turned around angrily. 
 
“Aiya, could it be that you’ll be filming kissing scenes with Master?” Su Xiaoyu asked again. 



 
“All the more reason to say no. He only knows how to bully me.” Xia Wanqiu blushed. 
 
“Hehe, I was right after all. Sister Wanqiu’s first kiss on screen is going to be handed out.” Su Xiaoyu 
stuck out her tongue. 
 
“Xiaoyu, you’re asking for it!” Xia Wanqiu looked at Su Xiaoyu fiercely. 
 
“How did you know?” Xia Wanqiu asked softly. She looked at Su Xiaoyu. Nowadays, the company even 
hid the news that she was the female lead. 
 
Su Xiaoyu took out a lollipop from somewhere. “I’m smart. Lin Fan is so handsome. Who knows how 
many fans he’ll attract when he acts? He’ll naturally be able to act as the male lead. As for the company, 
who would dare to snatch the female lead from my Sister Wanqiu?” 
 
“Meow, meow – Fierce!” Xia Wanqiu immediately started scratching Su Xiaoyu. Although Su Xiaoyu was 
usually very cute, she was smarter than ordinary people and was very concerned about Xia Wanqiu and 
Lin Fan. 
 
“Ahwooh, I’ll scratch you too. Ahwooh, when Master comes, I’ll say that you bullied the dog.” 
 
“Hmph, he must be on my side.” 
 
“Who said that? He’s my master. He definitely has to protect his disciple.” 
 
“Then he’s still my deskmate.” 
 
“Sister Wanqiu, you’re jealous ~” 
 
“I’m angry!” 
 
Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu often fought together. Their relationship was very good, but the friendship 
between the two girls was abnormally strong 
 
On the other side, Lin Fan received a message from Tian Zheng. 
 
Yuehua Entertainment was willing to pay 400,000 yuan for the script’s copyright. 
 
Of course, Lin Fan chose to accept it. 
 
Jiaxing Entertainment offered a price of 300,000 per episode, and Yuehua Entertainment reported an 
additional 100,000 per episode. 
 
A total of 46 episodes, which was an additional 4.6 million! 
 
Lin Fan had worked hard for three days to change the script. Just the copyright fee for the script alone 
could be sold for 18.4 million RMB! 
 



If he added up the 80 million in his bank card, Lin Fan’s liquid funds had already exceeded 100 million! 
 
Furthermore, this script was prepared for Xia Wanqiu. 
 
Lin Fan had originally only wanted to enjoy his life quietly. However, because the script was written too 
well, he accidentally became a true billionaire. 
 
Tian Zheng was genuinely happy when he received the news that Lin Fan had agreed to sign the 
contract. 
 
In that case, the company could proceed with the follow-up work as soon as possible and adapt an IP 
that was extremely popular online! 
 
After Tian Zheng finished discussing the time, Lin Fan drove the Bugatti towards Yuehua Entertainment. 
 
It was time to officially sign the contract with Yuehua Entertainment! 
 
Chapter 58 Officially Signed 
Lin Fan’s Bugatti La Voiture Noire formed a unique scenery on the road. 
 
He stepped on the accelerator and felt the strong push of the sports car. Under the surprised gazes of 
the passers-by, Lin Fan drove towards Yuehua Entertainment. 
 
At Yuehua Entertainment, Tian Zheng also announced the good news of Lin Fan agreeing to the contract. 
 
Many of the screenwriters cheered. 
 
Not only did the company buy this script, but these screenwriters also had a wish: to see the complete 
script for Joy of Life. 
 
Even if they were top screenwriters in the industry, they wouldn’t be able to imagine the plot for the 
next few episodes of Lin Fan’s script. 
 
In the script, the character designs of each character were quite distinct and three-dimensional, and it 
was a script where the main leads and supporting actors all had extremely high IQs. 
 
If there was a way to describe it, it would be perfect! 
 
Other than that, these screenwriters also wanted to see how amazing the author of the script was. 
 
In the eyes of these people, Lin Fan was an existence akin to a master. 
 
If they could learn from Lin Fan, the scriptwriters’ understanding of scripts would rise to another level. 
 
“Master Xu, the script is confirmed. The scriptwriter will come to the company in the afternoon to sign 
the contract,” the manager looked at Xu Yang and said respectfully. 
 



“I know. After all, the company offered 400,000 an episode. No screenwriter will refuse to sign it.” Xu 
Yang nodded slightly with a cold expression. “Master Xu, who do you think the female lead in this movie 
is? I think there are quite a lot of people in the company who want to fight for the female lead. I wonder 
if Xia Wanqiu will be the female lead this time,” the manager said. 
 
The fact that Xia Wanqiu wanted to be the female lead was still kept secret in the company, and only a 
few people knew. This script was really too exciting. Some of the female celebrities in the company were 
also reading the script and wanted to take on this drama. 
 
“As long as Wanqiu wants to fight, no one can win against her.” Xu Yang smiled and said. 
 
“Understood, Master Xu. I’ll take my leave first,” the manager said with a smile. 
 
Xu Yang silently picked up a cup of tea and took a sip. He was happy and excited. 
 
“Similarly, as long as I want to be the male lead, no one can win against me.” 
 
“Wanqiu, even if you have the right to veto, there’s no one more suitable than me to be the male lead.” 
 
“Lin Fan, I originally wanted to compete fairly, but unfortunately, you’re still too far away from my life.” 
Xu Yang’s gaze was indifferent. He took another sip of tea and shook his head. 
 
In short, Xu Yang still had some hope. 
 
Perhaps he would be the male lead of this drama and could act with Xia Wanqiu. 
 
“Lin Fan, you didn’t expect that there would be a day when I would stuff dog food into your mouth, 
right?” 
 
“No matter who the male lead is, he can’t force dog food on me. Could Lin Fan be the male lead?” Xu 
Yang was confident. 
 
But it was a pity that Lin Fan was still on the first level. He was already on the second level. 
 
Who asked the company to buy such a good script? 
 
Lin Fan, wait for the judgment of fate! 
 
At this thought, Xu Yang went to work satisfied. 
 
Lin Fan didn’t know that Xu Yang had already thought so much. When he drove to Yuehua 
Entertainment, Xu Yang had already taken a car to film. 
 
The unique roar of the engine was like that of a wild beast, exuding a unique charm. 
 
A sports car worth hundreds of millions, the Bugatti La Voiture Noire, stopped at the entrance of Yuehua 
Entertainment in a beautiful drift. 
 



The car was cool and had an exquisite exhaust pipe. The doors opened slowly like butterfly wings. 
 
Everyone around couldn’t help but look at the Bugatti at the company entrance. 
 
When Lin Fan got off the car, the air around him seemed to stop flowing. 
 
This time, Lin Fan was wearing clothes that were a little more formal. He had a tall figure and his clothes 
and hair were fluttering in the wind. He was handsome and had an unparalleled aura. 
 
He was driving a Bugatti sports car and was dressed formally. Lin Fan’s aura and charm were unique to 
him. 
 
Even the leaves of the surrounding trees were complementing Lin Fan’s handsomeness. It was natural. 
 
“Wow, what kind of sports car is this? One look and I can tell that he’s very handsome. That hunk driving 
the sports car is even more handsome. I feel that his aura is so compatible with the sports car…” 
 
“That’s it. I feel like I’m in love…” 
 
“I’ve found it. This sports car is a Bugatti La Voiture Noire. It’s actually a limited edition sports car. Oh my 
god, this is a sports car worth hundreds of millions!” 
 
“It’s infuriating to compare oneself to others. How can there be such a handsome boy and how could he 
be so rich…” 
 
The passers-by were all attracted by Lin Fan. Even the two security guards at the door were stunned. 
 
They remembered this extremely handsome man, Lin Fan. 
 
The last time Lin Fan came, he was driving a Rolls-Royce Cullinan worth millions. 
 
But this time, Lin Fan was driving a sports car worth hundreds of millions! 
 
Oh my god, is this… the world of big shots?! 
 
The two security guards didn’t stop Lin Fan. With Lin Fan’s aura, the two of them didn’t dare to stop 
him. 
 
Furthermore, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s relationship made even the two security guards envious. 
 
At this moment, Tian Zheng walked out. 
 
“Hello, Mr. Lin.” Just as Tian Zheng walked out of the door, he extended his hand and walked towards 
Lin Fan to shake his hand. 
 
“Hello, Teacher Tian Zheng.” Lin Fan smiled and nodded. 
 



“Mr. Lin, please come in. I didn’t expect you to be so young, but your script is so outstanding. I’m 
impressed,” Tian Zheng praised, his eyes filled with admiration. 
 
“Teacher Tian Zheng, you’re joking. I’ve brought the subsequent scripts. Maybe there are some areas 
that can be modified,” said Lin Fan with a smile. Tian Zheng was a senior in the industry after all and Lin 
Fan was very polite to him. 
 
Even CEO Li had to address Tian Zheng as Teacher. 
 
Tian Zheng was already close to sixty years old. In terms of screenwriting level, he could be said to have 
reached the peak and was worthy of everyone’s respect. 
 
Tian Zheng’s eyes lit up when he heard that. He said, “That’s great. To be honest, all the screenwriters in 
the company think that your script is quite good.” Lin Fan smiled and didn’t refute him. 
 
He had written this script seriously. The plot and characters in the script were almost perfect. 
 
Although Lin Fan was usually a slacker, when it came to work, he was very serious. 
 
He wanted to create a perfect script and a perfect television drama. 
 
The security guards at the entrance widened their eyes. 
 
The master of the screenwriter world, Tian Zheng, actually personally welcomed Lin Fan! 
 
Even the A-list celebrity, Xu Yang, had never received such treatment. 
 
Since when did Lin Fan have such a status in Yuehua Entertainment? 
 
In the eyes of the security guards, Lin Fan’s importance had increased by several levels. 
 
After entering the office, Tian Zheng invited Lin Fan to sit down and personally made a cup of tea for 
him. 
 
“Mr. Lin, the contract has been drafted. If there’s no problem, we can sign the contract,” Tian Zheng 
said. 
 
Lin Fan looked at the contract. After confirming that there was no problem, he signed his name and the 
relevant information. 
 
“Pleasure doing business with you,” Lin Fan smiled and shook hands with Tian Zheng. 
 
“Mr. Lin, Pleasure doing business with you.” Tian Zheng also smiled. 
 
This meant that Lin Fan and Yuehua Entertainment’s collaboration had officially been achieved! 
 
During this period of time, Xia Wanqiu had been lacking a good script. Lin Fan had also helped her solve 
it perfectly. 



 
Let him and Xia Wanqiu create the hottest television drama on the Internet together! 
 
Not long after signing the contract, Lin Fan received a message on his phone. 
 
18.4 million, the copyright fee for the script was in his hands! 
 
Chapter 59 The Male Lead, Lin Fan! 
 
The next day, Yuehua Entertainment. 
 
It was no secret that the company had paid a high price to sign the copyright to the script for “Joy of 
Life”. It had already spread throughout the company. This represented the importance the company 
placed on the drama “Joy of Life”! 
 
“Did you guys know that the company spent 18.4 million yuan yesterday to buy the rights to a script? I 
think it’s called ‘Joy of Life’.” 
 
“D*mn, if there are a total of 46 episodes, won’t each episode cost 400,000? The company actually hired 
such a top scriptwriter?” 
 
“I think the screenwriter’s name is Lin Fan. He’s a top script master. Even Teacher Tian Zheng thinks he’s 
inferior.” 
 
“Even Teacher Tian Zheng can’t compare to him? Then this drama will definitely be very interesting and 
might even become popular. I wonder who can be the female lead of this movie. I want to try too.” 
 
“The company has spent so much money, which means that if the company wants to build a top IP, it 
might be able to become popular throughout the Internet. For us, this is also a chance!” 
 
Many celebrities in the company started to pay attention to this matter. 
 
A good script often had a very important effect on an artist. 
 
Of course, the details of the shoot were also very important. If it was not up to par, the audience would 
not be convinced. 
 
On the other side, the famous screenwriters in the company were all sitting together, studying the script 
for Joy of Life. 
 
There were a total of eight people in the office. They were originally discussing among themselves, but 
after an entire day, no one spoke. 
 
Including Tian Zheng, everyone was deeply invested in this script. 
 
There were a total of 46 episodes. Every episode’s details were written perfectly. The story of the male 
and female leads, the risks and crises the male lead faced in the capital, the duels between those with 
high IQ and the male lead’s joy after escaping danger made this movie even more vivid. 



 
After an entire day, someone finally spoke. 
 
“This script… is amazing! 400,000 per episode is definitely worth it. I’ve never seen such a good story 
before. This kind of story suits the current market. Once it’s filmed, the effects will be amazing!” 
 
“Is Lin Fan really just a young man in his twenties? I feel that the script he wrote is completely like a 
master’s work and technique. I’ve written scripts for ten years but I’m still far from Lin Fan’s level.” 
 
“I worship Lin Fan. I can’t compare to Lin Fan’s script. There are still some things in the script that I don’t 
understand. I have to talk to Lin Fan about it.” 
 
“How can you call him Lin Fan? I think you should call him Master Lin. There’s no doubt that Master Lin’s 
writing skills are above mine.” 
 
“Teacher Tian Zheng, what do you think of this script?” 
 
Tian Zheng raised his glasses and carefully picked up the script. He only said two words. 
 
“A masterpiece!” 
 
Then, Tian Zheng stood up and left. The excitement in his eyes was indescribable. 
 
There was no way to evaluate such a script with unnecessary fancy words. 
 
He wanted to look for CEO Li and quickly develop the adaptation plan for this script. 
 
When the other screenwriters saw Tian Zheng rushing, they couldn’t help but sigh. “This is the first time 
I’ve seen Teacher Tian Zheng evaluate a script like this.” 
 
“In my opinion… our company might really create a god-level IP!” 
 
In CEO Li’s office. 
 
CEO Li had just finished reading Lin Fan’s script. 
 
“CEO Li.” Tian Zheng sat in front of CEO Li. 
 
“There’s no need to praise it. The story behind this script is quite good.” 
 
“The company will immediately begin the casting plan and target all the celebrities. It’s key for us to 
invite old actors with good acting skills,” CEO Li said. 
 
“I think we must use pretty girls as the female characters in this movie, Lin Wan’er, Fan Ruoruo, Haitang 
Duoduo, and Ye Ling’er. Although this is a drama with a lot of scheming and trickery, pretty female 
characters can also attract the attention of the audience.” CEO Li smiled. 
 
As an A-list company, Yuehua Entertainment did not lack female artistes. 



 
Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu were both very beautiful girls. Moreover, the two girls were only in their early 
twenties. They were at the most beautiful period in their lives. Of course… this drama was equivalent to 
being tailor-made for Xia Wanqiu by the company. 
 
This would be Xia Wanqiu’s first relationship scene and first kissing scene. No one knew what kind of 
reaction it would cause in the entertainment industry. 
 
“CEO Li, the male lead candidate…” Tian Zheng looked at CEO Li. 
 
“Wanqiu has the right to veto. Let Wanqiu decide this matter.” 
 
“But what do you think of Lin Fan?” CEO Li smiled and looked at Tian Zheng. 
 
Tian Zheng immediately understood. “Lin Fan is very handsome. A few days ago, he even had a scandal 
with Xia Wanqiu and they’ve always been very close. If Lin Fan were to act as the male lead…” 
 
CEO Li nodded and said, “He’s very suitable. Maybe this drama was prepared by Lin Fan for Xia Wanqiu.” 
 
Tian Zheng was enlightened and was even more impressed with CEO Li. “CEO Li, then Lin Fan and Xia 
Wanqiu shouldn’t be like the rumors on the Internet. If not, it will affect Xia Wanqiu’s career and the 
company.” 
 
CEO Li smiled and gently picked up the teacup. He said, “Lin Fan drives a Bugatti sports car worth 
hundreds of millions and lives in a Lake Heart Villa worth hundreds of millions. He’s also the second-
largest shareholder of the New Era Lisheng Hotel. He also has the property rights to seven floors of the 
Technology Building. To be able to write such an exquisite script, how can his background be ordinary?” 
 
“Even if Lin Fan is an ordinary person, who can stop him from being with Wanqiu? What I want to tell 
you is that the company won’t stop their relationship. Instead, it will pave the way for them.” 
 
“Because Lin Fan has the ability to open an entertainment company alone,” said CEO Li. 
 
Who were Yuehua Entertainment’s faces? 
 
The A-list male artiste, Xu Yang. The A-list female artistes Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu. 
 
Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu had a good relationship with Lin Fan. CEO Li knew very well. If the company 
pressured Xia Wanqiu, what would the consequences be? 
 
Not only would the company lose a master-level screenwriter like Lin Fan, but they would also lose two 
A-list female celebrities. 
 
Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu were still young. Their futures were limitless. In the future, they would 
definitely stand even higher than now! 
 
Tian Zheng understood. No matter how Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu felt, the company had to be prepared 
for this. 



 
“CEO Li, I understand. In other words, the company wants to rope in a talent like Lin Fan.” 
 
“In the past, Xia Wanqiu was never willing to film a kissing scene or a relationship scene on screen. But 
this time, she agreed to all of them and even asked for the veto power of the male lead because she 
knew from the start that Lin Fan had written this script.” 
 
“So, on the surface, there are many options for the male lead in this movie, but in reality, there’s only 
one person who can be the male lead.” 
 
“Lin Fan!” 


